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KidsWorks Presents:

'Til He Comes Back
by Sharon K. Turney

________________________
Cast:

Susan: adult female
ROBBY THe Robot: male teen or adult

________________________
Costumes:
________________________
Six audience Volunteers (preferably kids)

Scene:

Children's Church, the present

Susan: casual clothing
ROBBY: Robot costume

________________________
Running
time:
________________________
Props:

Six slips of paper with an action to perform
		
6 minutes

________________________
________________________
Notes:

This short sketch teaches about the second-coming of Christ and how to live until He
returns. Topics: Acts Chapter 1, Second-Coming, Discipleship, Good Works

Before the sketch, six people from the audience are given a slip of paper with an action
to perform on stage. These are detailed in the body of the script.
(Susan & Robby enter from opposite sides. Robby is staring at the ceiling as he walks.)
Susan:
Hi everybody.
Robby?!

Hey It's Robby the Robot!

Robby? (he ignores her)

Robby: Greetings, Susan! (Looks up at ceiling again)
Susan: Hey, Robby, What’s up? (Looks up to see what he's looking at)
Robby: That’s an extremely meritorious query. (Looks up at ceiling again)
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Susan: Say what? Meritorious query?
robby: Good question. (Looks up at ceiling again)
Susan: Well, thanks, but would you please answer the question? What’s up?
Robby: I have been studying the book of ACTS in the Bible and I found out what’s
up!
Susan: OK, so what’s up?
Robby: Jesus! (Looks up at ceiling again)
Susan: (making a confused face) Jesus is up?
Robby: Yes. After He rose from the dead on Easter, and He spent some time
hangin’ with His homeys, He rose up into Heaven....
Susan: Uh, Robby, that’s true, but... Hangin’ with His Homeys?
Robby: I was just trying to be cool... Anyway, He rose up into heaven, and said
He’d come back someday! (Looks up at ceiling again)
Susan: So you think Jesus is on the ceiling?
Robby: Error! He would be outside, wouldn’t He? I’ll just go out there and watch
for Him to come back.
Susan: Wait a second, Robby. How much of the book of Acts did you study?
Robby: I got up to chapter 1, verse 9, then I decided to go look for Him.
Susan: I see. Well in verse 10, the disciples were doing the same thing.
Robby: Studting verse 9?
Susan: No, no, staring at the sky!!!
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